REFUGE FROM VIOLENCE?

A GLOBAL COMPARISON OF THE TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASYLUM CLAIMS
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INTRODUCTION

While domestic violence has been recognized as an international human rights issue, States consistently fail to meet their domestic and international obligations to adequately address and protect against domestic violence. This failure is compounded when domestic violence survivors seeking asylum face a myriad of obstacles in having their claims approved. This note uses a comparative framework to critically examine the treatment of domestic violence-based asylum claims in a number of countries, and to offer recommendations to alleviate the challenges that domestic violence survivors face when they seek asylum. In order for these recommendations to be effective, however, refugee-receiving States will have to reckon with the prevalence of domestic violence and with their own failures to adequately protect against and address the harms of domestic violence within their own countries.

Asylum seekers fleeing domestic violence face a number of obstacles in countries throughout the world. For example, States often have not recognized gender as a protected ground for persecution. Narrow definitions of “particular social group” (PSG) constrict claims; for example, the PSG “married women in Guatemala who cannot leave their relationship” excludes those who were not living with their abusers or whose abusers are not their spouses. Additionally, because abusers are often private actors, it can be difficult for those seeking asylum to prove that the State was unable or unwilling to protect them. For example, in 2018, former United States’ Attorney General Jeff Sessions ruled adversely in Matter of A-B-, which attempts to place a higher burden on those seeking asylum based on persecution from private actors.

One underlying problem is the way that refugee-receiving States view asylum claims of domestic violence, since domestic violence against women occurs within their own countries. As described by Efrat Arbel in the context of Canada, domestic violence claims challenge countries’ conceptions of themselves and challenge the way they exoticize persecution. However, this phenomenon is widespread beyond Canada. It becomes difficult for countries to accept domestic violence claims when domestic
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violence is prevalent within their own countries. Thus, domestic violence often is not a harm that adjudicators easily identify as worthy of protection through asylum. This phenomenon reveals a country’s own failure to protect women within its own borders, which itself is a failure to uphold international human rights and due diligence.

In this note, I identify areas where individual countries could improve their asylum law for survivors of domestic violence. States could add gender as an enumerated ground under their definition of “refugee.” If gender was listed as a ground for asylum, then those seeking asylum based on domestic violence would more easily qualify. States could also enact guidelines related to gender-based asylum claims that are binding on decision-makers. States could enact mandatory domestic violence training for adjudicators of asylum claims. Lastly, States should not use an elevated standard for violence committed by non-state actors.

As an international community, we should also enact solutions globally. The United Nations (U.N.) could put forward an international agreement, such as an additional protocol to the Refugee Convention that included domestic violence and other gender-based violence. Hopefully, States would recognize the importance of protecting victims of domestic violence, given its recognition as a violation of human rights. Lastly, the international community could encourage advocates and survivors to appeal domestic violence asylum denials to international bodies, in order to conform better with current human rights norms. In Part I, I define terminology and provide background information on asylum law. In Part II, I compare how different countries treat asylum claims that are based on domestic violence. I specifically analyze the United States (U.S.), United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Costa Rica. In Part III, I provide recommendations for change that could provide enhanced protection for domestic violence-based asylum seekers.

I. BACKGROUND ON ASYLUM LAW

The States discussed here have all signed the 1951 Refugee Convention and 1967 Protocol. The Convention was created in the aftermath of the refugee crisis generated by World War II. The Protocol removed the geographic and temporal limitations that the original Convention contained. The Convention and Protocol define a refugee as someone who (1) has a “well-founded fear” of persecution, (2) for reasons of “race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion,” (3) is outside his or her country of origin, and (4) “owing to such
fear, is unwilling or unable to avail" himself or herself “of the protection of that country.”7 The enumerated grounds for persecution did not include gender, since they “reflected the historical period and the drafters’ understanding of reasons for persecution.”8

The drafters included “particular social group” as a catch-all phrase for the refugee situations that did not fit within the other four protected grounds.9 Since “gender” is not listed in the Convention, “particular social group” has been used in cases where domestic violence survivors are seeking asylum.10 Domestic violence-based claims are said to fit within the “broader context of ‘gender asylum’ (claims for protection arising from gender-motivated rights violations),” although domestic violence-based cases have often been treated differently than other gender asylum claims.11 For example, in the U.S., female genital cutting (FGC) was recognized as gender-motivated persecution before domestic violence was, and many adjudicators have been uncomfortable recognizing domestic violence as a form of persecution worthy of refugee protection.12

In the Convention and Protocol, there is a prohibition against refoulement, which is the return of a refugee to a country where he or she will face persecution.13 Article 33(1) reads, “No Contracting State shall expel or return (“refouler”) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”14 Thus, States who are parties to the Convention have an obligation against returning a refugee to their home country if they will face persecution there. Domestic violence complicates States’ endeavors to adhere to this prohibition, since many refugee-receiving States struggle with recognizing and protecting asylum seekers fleeing domestic violence.

An asylum seeker is someone “who is seeking international protection.”15 Within a country that has a particular procedure for granting asylum, an asylum seeker is an individual from another country whose claim is not yet decided.16 If their claim is granted, then they are recognized as a refugee.17 Therefore, an asylum seeker must meet the statutory definition of a “refugee” in order to be granted asylum.18 Asylum is the grant of protection by a State to someone from another State fleeing persecution.19

7. UNHCR, supra note 6, at 14.
11. See Musalo, supra note 8, at 46.
12. See id.; see also infra pp. 27-28.
14. Id. at 30.
16. Id.
17. See id. at 4, 17.
18. See id. See, e.g., Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1158(b)(1)(A) (2012) (“The Secretary of Homeland Security or the Attorney General may grant asylum to an alien who has applied for asylum . . . if the Secretary of Homeland Security or Attorney General determines that such an alien is a refugee within of section 1101(a)(42)(a) of this title.”).
Many States that have ratified the Convention have included the Convention’s definition of a refugee within their own legal systems. For example, the U.S. Congress passed the Refugee Act in 1980, which incorporated the U.N. definition of a refugee into the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).\(^\text{20}\) According to the INA, asylum is available to those who meet the definition of a refugee and who are already in the U.S. or who are arriving in the U.S.\(^\text{21}\)

In 1991, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) first issued recommendations on expanding the refugee definition in order to include those who had experienced sexual violence as well as other gender-based persecution in its “Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women.”\(^\text{22}\) In 2002, UNHCR issued more detailed guidelines on gender-based persecution.\(^\text{23}\) In 2008, UNHCR issued the “UNHCR Handbook for the Protection of Women and Girls,” a supplement to the 1991 guidelines that addresses the international and regional legal framework and other issues relating to refugee protection for women and girls.\(^\text{24}\) This Handbook lists the UNHCR’s “Five Commitments to Refugee Women,” which include “tackling SGBV [sexual and gender-based violence], including domestic violence.”\(^\text{25}\) Since the U.S. and other States have followed the U.N. Convention and adopted the U.N. refugee definition, it follows that they should also utilize the U.N. guidelines on gender-based asylum claims. This will likely assist these States in achieving their international commitments to asylum-seekers.

II. **COMPARISON OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASYLUM CLAIMS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES**

*Domestic Violence in International Human Rights Law*

Domestic violence is a serious global problem. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), most violence against women is intimate partner violence.\(^\text{26}\) Almost one in three women (30%) “who have been in a relationship report that they have experienced some form of physical and/or sexual violence by their intimate partner in their lifetime.”\(^\text{27}\) Furthermore, intimate partner violence can be lethal. The WHO reports that globally as many as 38% of the murders of women are committed by a male intimate partner.\(^\text{28}\)
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Through recent developments, international human rights law has recognized States’ obligations to prevent, prosecute, and punish domestic violence due to their obligation of “due diligence.”  This “due diligence” standard was developed through the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women’s (CEDAW) Optional Protocol jurisprudence and through case law in the European human rights system and the Inter-American human rights system. States who have agreed to be subject to the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights could thus be subject to binding decisions relating to the due diligence standard. For others, the obligation is expressed through complaints or decisions that are non-binding, but represent a strong shaming mechanism common in international law. The Optional Protocol set up complaint and inquiry mechanisms for CEDAW. In its first case in 2005, Ms. A. T. v Hungary, the Committee found that Hungary failed to protect the applicant from domestic violence over several years, which was a violation of its obligation to exercise due diligence. Thus, domestic violence has been recognized as a violation of human rights at the international level. Another example of this standard applied in a domestic violence scenario is in the case of Jessica Lenahan (Gonzales) v. United States. That case went before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (“Commission”), which issued a decision in 2011. Ms. Gonzales had suffered domestic violence by her ex-husband, and she held a restraining order against him. The Commission found that the U.S had failed to exercise due diligence when it neglected to adequately respond to her repeated and urgent calls to the police that her husband had taken her daughters and refused to return them in violation of her restraining order. The three girls were later found shot to death in their father’s truck after an exchange of gunfire with the police. The Commission concluded that the U.S. “failed to act with due diligence” to protect Ms. Gonzales and her daughters “from domestic violence, which violated the state’s obligation not to discriminate and to provide for equal protection before the law under Article II of the American Declaration.” Thus, the Commission specifically found that the State’s failure to act with due diligence to protect Gonzales and her children from domestic violence was a form of discrimination and it affirmed the State’s obligation to her, even though her persecutor was a private actor.

This is but one example of a number of cases that have affirmed a State’s
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38. See id. at ¶ 119 (noting that the Commission has “held that the rights contained in the American Declaration may be implicated when a State fails to prevent, prosecute and sanction acts of domestic violence perpetrated by private individuals.”).
human rights obligation for due diligence around domestic violence. For example, in 2000 the Inter-American Commission found in Maria da Penha v. Brazil that the applicant’s rights were violated when the State failed to exercise due diligence to prevent and investigate her domestic violence complaint. In 2009, the European Court of Human Rights found in Opuz v. Turkey that the State violated the applicant’s rights in failing to protect her and her mother from domestic violence. Thus, regional human rights institutions have recognized the State’s affirmative responsibility to domestic violence victims under the due diligence standard.

These cases, which affirmed the obligation for due diligence in international human rights law, should help asylum seekers fleeing domestic violence in two ways: first, the receiving country should be required to protect asylum seekers from domestic violence by offering them asylum if they qualify as refugees; second, these developments should make it more difficult for refugee-receiving countries to claim that an asylum seeker had the availability of State protection in their home country, when the home country has failed to exercise its own due diligence to protect the domestic violence victim.

However, despite these advancements in international human rights law, and the affirmation of a due diligence standard for States, refugee law has remained separate from international human rights law and has not often referred to this standard. If asylum and refugee law included an understanding of the due diligence standard, this could “raise the bar in assessing the adequacy of State protection in domestic violence asylum proceedings.” As Siobhán Mullally argues, the inclusion of an understanding of States’ due diligence obligations would inform the practice of refugee law and would give adjudicators a greater understanding of the availability of State protection (or lack thereof), the risks of refoulment of those who are not recognized as asylees but should be, and it would require adjudicators to scrutinize a State’s legislative and policy frameworks more carefully. She further argues that “[t]he ambivalence with which domestic violence claims are treated in asylum adjudication reflects the hesitation to affirm the human rights norms and attendant obligations underpinning such claims.” If States worked past this hesitation, and accepted the human rights due diligence standard, it would be easier for those seeking asylum based on domestic violence to show that the state was unable or unwilling to protect them.

Even as they are falling short, some governments have recognized that asylum cases should adhere to international human rights norms. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice’s “Considerations for Asylum Officers Adjudicating Asylum
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Claims from Women” from 1995 states that “[t]he evaluation of gender-based claims must be viewed within the framework provided by existing international human rights instruments and the interpretation of these instruments by international organizations.”48 The Considerations also mention various international instruments and documents that promote women’s rights as universal human rights. The instruments mentioned include CEDAW, the 1993 United Nations Declaration on Women’s Rights, UNHCR conclusions on women asylum seekers, and the Canadian Guidelines on Gender-Related persecution.49 In a footnote, the Considerations note that “[t]hese instruments need not be ratified by the United States to provide guidance as a source of human rights norms.”50 Therefore, as States themselves have recognized, asylum law should meet international human rights standards. In the Gonzales case and others, the international community has established the importance of acting with due diligence in protecting domestic violence victims from their abusers. Thus, asylum law that fails to see domestic violence as persecution that is worthy of State protection is inadequate for States’ human rights obligations.

### Asylum in the United States Based on Domestic Violence

The U.S. has advanced considerably regarding domestic violence asylum claims, but challenges remain. As mentioned above, the U.S. adopted guidelines for gender-based claims in 1995, the “Considerations for Asylum Officers Adjudicating Asylum Claims from Women.”51 However, these guidelines apply only to asylum officers and have no binding effect, meaning following the guidelines is discretionary.52 In 1985, in Matter of Acosta, the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) found that membership in a PSG could be established based on a “common immutable characteristic,” including innate characteristics “such as sex, color, or kinship ties.”53 The Board determined that the characteristic “must be one that the members of the group either cannot change, or should not be required to change because it is fundamental to their individual identities or consciences.”54 This was the first case where the BIA set out guidelines for a PSG analysis, since it was the first precedential BIA decision after the Refugee Act of 1980 was enacted.55

The first precedential case that recognized a gender-based asylum claim in the U.S. was in 1996, Matter of Kasinga.56 In that case, Ms. Kassinja57 had fled from
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female genital cutting (FGC) in Togo and was granted asylum in the U.S. by the BIA.\textsuperscript{58} Previously, the Immigration Judge had denied her applications for asylum and withholding of deportation.\textsuperscript{59} On appeal, the parties agreed that FGC could be the basis for granting asylum.\textsuperscript{60} The BIA referenced the U.S. Guidelines For Asylum Officers Adjudicating Claims From Women, which listed “domestic violence,” among other forms of gender-based violence, that could serve as evidence of past persecution on account of one of the five protected grounds.\textsuperscript{61} The Board concluded that Ms. Kassindja belonged to the PSG “young women of the Tchamba-Kunsuntu Tribe who have not had FG[C], as practiced by that tribe, and who oppose the practice.”\textsuperscript{62} The Board also stated in its social group analysis, “[t]here is nothing about a social group definition based upon gender that requires us to treat it as either an aberration, or as an unanticipated development requiring a new standard.”\textsuperscript{63} Thus, the Board applied its general standard to gender-based persecution, which provided an opening for future gender-based asylum claims.

Following \textit{Matter of Kasinga}, a woman fleeing domestic violence in Guatemala, Rody Alvarado, was granted asylum in an unpublished decision by a U.S. Immigration Judge in 1996. The Judge applied “the same rationale as the BIA had in Ms. Kassindja’s case.”\textsuperscript{64} Similar to the court’s decision in \textit{Matter of Kasinga}, the Judge found that Ms. Alvarado belonged to a PSG of “Guatemalan women who have been involved intimately with Guatemalan male companions, who believe that women are to live under male domination.”\textsuperscript{65} As Karen Musalo argues, “implicit in the decision was that the judge saw no reason to treat the harm of domestic violence any differently than the harm of FGC.”\textsuperscript{66} However, the government appealed Ms. Alvarado’s grant of asylum, in \textit{In re Matter of R-A-}, and the case went through thirteen years of appeals and delays before she was granted asylum.\textsuperscript{67} Since the final decision was by an Immigration Judge, Ms. Alvarado’s case had no precedential value and thus did not “resolve the issue on a national level.”\textsuperscript{68} Thus, this case did not have the kind of clarity and precedent for asylum seekers fleeing domestic violence as \textit{Matter of Kasinga} did for those fleeing FGC.

After many years of uncertainty regarding domestic violence as a basis for asylum in the United States, the BIA issued a precedential decision in the case \textit{Matter of A-R-C-G-} in 2014.\textsuperscript{69} Musalo contends that the precedent established in \textit{Matter of Kasinga} for gender-based violence “should have been applied to cases involving domestic violence. Instead it has taken the nearly two decades since to accept that women fleeing brutal partner abuse are entitled to protection.”\textsuperscript{70} In \textit{Matter of A-R-C-G-}, the BIA held that women suffering from domestic violence could form the basis
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of a PSG. It agreed that Ms. A-R-C-G’s PSG was “married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship.” Significantly, amici for the American Immigration Lawyers Association, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, and the Center for Gender & Refugee Studies argued for the inclusion of gender as a PSG in the case. However, the BIA determined that since Ms. A-R-C-G’s membership in a PSG was established under the more particular group “married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship,” it was unnecessary to determine if gender alone could constitute a PSG. The BIA thereby did not recognize gender as a PSG, but did leave open that possibility.

A 2017 Ninth Circuit decision, Bringas-Rodriguez v. Sessions, clarifies that those who are facing the State-protection barrier to asylum do not have to report persecution by private actors to State authorities in order to qualify for asylum, which could also be helpful for those seeking asylum based on domestic violence. When persecution is committed by a “private” actor, the asylum seeker has to show that the government was “unable or unwilling” to protect them. Bringas was denied asylum, withholding of removal, and protection under the Convention Against Torture (CAT) by the BIA. The Immigration Judge and the BIA found that sexual orientation and identity could establish membership in a PSG and that Bringas’ testimony was credible regarding the physical and sexual abuse that he suffered as a child because of his sexual orientation. Bringas did not report the abuse to State authorities. Therefore, the Immigration Judge and the BIA determined that Bringas’ evidence was insufficient to demonstrate that the “government was unable or unwilling to control the private individuals who attacked him.” The case was eventually heard en banc at the Ninth Circuit, which reiterated that the test for “unable or unwilling” does not require reporting of persecution by non-State actors to authorities and also does not impose a higher evidentiary burden on applicants who do not report persecution by private actors. This further diminishes the public/private distinction as grounds for denying domestic violence-based applications and should be helpful to applicants with domestic violence-based applications for asylum.

Unfortunately, some of this progress has been abrogated in the U.S. due to Former Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ ruling in Matter of A-B, which vacated Matter of A-R-C-G. Matter of A-B involved an asylum-seeker from El Salvador who had endured over fifteen years of physical, sexual, and emotional violence. In Sessions’
ruling, he articulated a higher standard for “private violence,” or violence that is not perpetrated by a government actor.84 He stated that an asylum “applicant must show that the government either condoned the actions ‘or at least demonstrated a complete helplessness to protect the victim of violence’.”85 This standard, if followed, would make it very difficult for domestic violence victims to win a grant of asylum. However, there is a strong argument to be made that the holding in Matter of A-B- is narrow, and Sessions’ broad pronouncements about private violence are actually just dicta.86

While some immigration judges and the BIA have made adverse rulings based on Matter of A-B-, there have also been positive decisions coming from asylum offices, immigration judges, and some circuit courts, which have reiterated case-by-case analysis in asylum decisions, and interpreted the holding in Matter of A-B- to be narrow, and thus distinguishable in future cases.87 There has not yet been a court of appeals decision that expressly rejects the Matter of A-B- statements on private actors to be dicta. Thus, the reach of this case remains uncertain and the issue will continue to be litigated.88

In sum, while the U.S. does have guidelines for asylum claims based on gender-based violence, including domestic violence, these guidelines are not binding. And as of 2014, the U.S. courts have recognized domestic violence as a means of gaining asylum, although the BIA chose a narrowly circumscribed PSG. With a step backwards in Matter of A-B-, it is unclear how future domestic violence-based cases will be treated, although domestic violence claims have continued to be recognized. There are some indications that progress will continue even in the wake of that decision.

**Asylum in the United Kingdom Based on Domestic Violence**

The United Kingdom (U.K.) has recognized a relatively broad PSG for a domestic violence asylum claim; however, systemic challenges remain. In 1993, the U.K. incorporated the Refugee Convention into U.K. law with the Asylum and Immigration Appeals Act.89 The U.K. also has guidelines for gender-based persecution claims.90 In 2000, the Immigration Appellate Authority adopted the Asylum Gender Guidelines, which were based on those written by the Refugee Women’s Legal Group, a non-profit organization.91 Furthermore, the U.K. Border Agency Home Office published guidance notes regarding gender issues in asylum claims in 2010.92

The U.K. recognized gender as the basis for a particular social group in Shah
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This conjoined case “marked a significant turning point in gender asylum law in the U.K. and elsewhere.” It specifically recognized that gender persecution could be a PSG. In the case, the applicants were two women who were subject to domestic violence in Pakistan who “were at risk of being accused of and punished for adultery if returned to Pakistan.” The House of Lords determined that they were entitled to refugee protection on account of their persecution based on membership in a PSG, which was determined to be “women in Pakistan.” Lord Steyn stated “[g]eneralisations about the position of women in particular countries are out of place in regard to issues of refugee status.” Instead, he wrote that the finding of a PSG depends on the particular facts of the case. Furthermore, Lord Steyn explained that while domestic violence is prevalent in Pakistan as well as in many other countries, the salient feature in that case was that women in Pakistan are unprotected by the State. On the issue of State protection, Lord Hoffman further concluded that, in relation to these applicants, “the State would not assist them because they were women. It denied them a protection against violence which it would have given to men.” Thus, a lack of State protection was emphasized in both opinions.

Lord Hoffman also commented on the prevalence of domestic violence within the U.K. He stated that the domestic violence suffered by the applicants in that case “is regrettably by no means unknown in the United Kingdom.” However, he stated that this domestic violence in the U.K. would not be considered persecution under the Refugee Convention because in the U.K. victims of domestic violence would be entitled to State protection in the form of criminal prosecution, restraining orders, or the exclusion of their husbands from their homes. Thus, the House of Lords acknowledged that domestic violence could amount to persecution in some States, while distinguishing this from domestic violence within the U.K. itself, where the State—at least in the eyes of Lord Hoffman—protects victims.

A 2013 article by Susan Millns and Charlotte Skeet found that in the U.K. “far fewer women than men make applications” under the Refugee Convention. They argue that this lack of applications by women is due in part to the lack of jurisprudence on claims by women with gendered experiences, and because the procedural requirements are not “equally accessible to both men and women.” Furthermore,
Asylum Aid, an organization that assists asylum seekers in the U.K., has noted that after *Shah and Islam*, the Immigration Appeal Tribunal has often overturned decisions relating to gender-based persecution and adopted more particular and restricted interpretations of PSG than the one in *Shah and Islam*. However, the European Court of Human Rights provides guidance on these kinds of cases, often upholding additional protection for asylum seekers from being returned to their home countries. The inconsistent application of *Shah and Islam* could potentially end with continued guidance from the House of Lords and the European Court of Human Rights. Making training or referring to gender guidelines mandatory for Immigration Judges adjudicating gender-based cases could also improve outcomes for domestic violence-based claims.

In conclusion, the U.K. included a relatively broad PSG for an asylum seeker fleeing domestic violence in *Shah and Islam*. However, the House of Lords took care to distinguish the U.K. from Pakistan even as it recognized the prevalence of domestic violence in both countries, thus enforcing the use of othering in asylum adjudication. Lastly, while this case represented a positive shift for asylum seekers, there is evidence that its precedent within the U.K. has not always led to positive outcomes for domestic violence victims.

**Asylum in Canada Based on Domestic Violence**

Canada has recognized domestic violence asylum claims, but not at a rate nearly as high as other gender-based claims. Canada incorporated the Refugee Convention with its Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Act. Canada has also issued guidelines relating to gender-based persecution leading to asylum claims. The Guidelines, “Women Refugee Claimants Fearing Gender-Related Persecution,” were issued in 1993 and were the first national guidelines in the world that formally recognized that women fleeing gender-based persecution could be recognized as “refugees” under the Convention. Randall explains, “the Guidelines are significant for the claims of women who seek asylum based on persecution in the form of domestic violence.” This is because the Guidelines enable decision-makers
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to take gender into account.\textsuperscript{116} The Guidelines explain that gender is not included as an independent enumerated ground within the definition of a refugee.\textsuperscript{117} However, gender-related persecution has been “more widely recognized” and should be assessed by adjudicators hearing the claim.\textsuperscript{118} For those with a gender-related fear of persecution “the central issue is thus the need to determine the linkage between gender, the feared persecution and one or more of the definition grounds.”\textsuperscript{119}

Within Canadian refugee case law, domestic violence has been recognized as a form of persecution.\textsuperscript{120} In 1993, in \textit{Ward v. Canada}, the Supreme Court of Canada held that gender and sexual orientation could define a particular social group.\textsuperscript{121} In the 1995 case of \textit{Narvaez v. Canada}, “women facing domestic violence were recognized as a particular social group for purposes of an asylum claim based on gender persecution.”\textsuperscript{122} Furthermore, the Canadian Federal Court Trial Division indicated that while the gender Guidelines were not binding, they were meant to be followed “unless circumstances are such that a different analysis is appropriate.”\textsuperscript{123} The Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada had determined that the applicant, a woman who suffered domestic violence in Ecuador, was a victim of personal violence and did qualify as a member of a PSG.\textsuperscript{124} She had sought police assistance, but her complaint was erased after her husband bribed the police.\textsuperscript{125} The Board stated:

\begin{quote}
No evidence was adduced to suggest or to establish that the claimant had a well-founded fear of persecution by her husband by reason of her nationality, race, religion, or political opinion. Her fear of persecution is based solely on the fact that she has been the victim of domestic violence perpetrated by her husband who had raped her, and subjected her to physical violence.\textsuperscript{126}
\end{quote}

The Court overturned the Board’s determination and held that the claimant’s particular social group could be “women subject to domestic violence in Ecuador.”\textsuperscript{127}

In addition to the challenge of fitting into a PSG, asylum claims based on domestic violence are often limited by the difficulty of a showing of a failure of State protection.\textsuperscript{128} One study, for example, demonstrated that the majority of Mexicans...
seeking asylum in Canada due to domestic violence were denied “because they are unable to demonstrate the lack of state protection.” Even though domestic violence has been recognized as a form of gender persecution in Canada, the rejection rate of these types of claims is high. Moreover, rejections of claims in Canada based on domestic violence are often upheld on appeal. 

Efrat Arbel conducted a study of domestic violence-based asylum cases in Canada which found that domestic violence claims were treated differently than other gender-based asylum claims. In the study, she analyzed a total of 645 decisions and compared domestic violence cases with cases of forced abortion, compulsory sterilization, and female genital cutting. Through her analysis, she found that “adjudicators rarely identified domestic violence as a rights violation in itself.” Instead, they based their decisions “on the availability of state protection and frequently located the source of persecution in cultural difference.” Adjudicators generally found claimants to be members in a “highly specific” PSG. She found that claims based on domestic violence were distinguished from other types of gender-based violence claims. Since forced sterilization and genital cutting were seen as “exotic” harms, “perceived only to occur in foreign countries,” they were more easily labeled rights violations. Thus, refugee-receiving countries’ own struggles with gender violence often preempts them from granting asylum based on domestic violence claims. She argues that this brings up a dilemma: “Given the prevalence of domestic violence within Canada, can Canada conclusively assert its ability to protect victims of domestic violence from harm?”

The tension in this question garners what Arbel characterizes as a defensive response from adjudicators:

Characterizing the violence suffered by refugee women as a product of culture operates as a protective device that distinguishes it from the violence suffered by Canadian women. By locating persecution in cultural difference, adjudicators subtly sidestep the possibility that, despite Canada’s clear commitment to gender equality and rights protection, women in Canada still suffer persecution.

Rather than being located within human rights jurisprudence, and thus not located politically, the process is “deeply intertwined with Canadian national values and Canada’s national self-understanding.” Lastly, Arbel calls for a more accurate understanding of domestic violence dynamics, including cultural and power dynamics,
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Canada issued guidelines on gender-based asylum claims before any other country did. Moreover, Canada has recognized domestic violence as persecution. However, there are still difficulties faced by domestic violence survivors seeking asylum in Canada potentially due in part to the harsh reality that Canada would have to recognize that domestic violence is persecution rising to the level of guaranteeing asylum when Canada itself experiences difficulties protecting against domestic violence.

Asylum in Australia Based on Domestic Violence

Similar to the other countries profiled, Australia has adopted international principles and has recognized domestic violence claims, but challenges remain. Australia incorporated the Refugee Convention into Australian Law through the Australian Migration Act of 1958.140 This Act sets the requirements for asylum, which in Australia is called a “protection visa.”141 Australia has developed two sets of guidelines for gender-based claims. The “Guidelines on Gender Issues for Decision Makers” were developed in 1996, by the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs.142 These were based on the Canadian Guidelines.143 The “Australian Migration Review Tribunal and Refugee Review Tribunal’s Gender Guidelines” were issued in May 2010 and updated in 2012.144 In 2015, the Administrative Appeals Tribunal also issued “Guidelines on Gender.”145

In 2002, in Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs v. Khawar, the High Court of Australia upheld a finding setting aside the denial of a protection visa by the Refugee Review Tribunal (RRT).146 The Court held that a woman from Pakistan qualified for refugee status due to a fear of severe abuse by her husband and his family and due to the fact that the State “could not or would not intervene.”147 Before this appeal, the Federal Court of Australia determined that the RRT had failed to consider a State’s discriminatory tolerance of violence, which could amount to persecution in the definition of a refugee in the Convention.148 The Federal Court cited the U.K.
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decision *Shah & Islam*, and according to Siobhán Mullally, “the Court found that once the focus shifted . . . to the failure of State protection it was possible to define with precision a particular social group from whom the State and its agencies had withdrawn protection.”\(^{149}\) As in *Shah & Islam*, the court determined that “Pakistani women” could be a PSG.\(^{150}\)

After *Khawar*, however, the Australian Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs saw this case as “a reason for narrowing the definition of a refugee.”\(^{151}\) As a result, Migration Amendment Bill (No. 6) was introduced and passed in 2001, which attempts to limit “the ability of decision makers to apply the refugee definition only to those that fall within a strict and narrow interpretation.”\(^{152}\) According to Catherine Hunter, this narrow reading tends to exclude gender-related claims.\(^{153}\) She argues that while the Refugee Convention was not intended to distinguish between male and female refugees, if it “fails to be sensitive to the types of persecution typically experienced by women,” then it should be considered discriminatory.\(^{154}\) Furthermore, since Australia is a signatory to other international human rights treaties that prohibit discrimination, such as CEDAW, its “interpretation must not discriminate against gender-related claims.”\(^{155}\) However, Bill No. 6 “will disproportionately [e]ffect the claims of women applicants” because of its narrow approach.\(^{156}\)

Despite this law narrowing the interpretation of the Refugee Convention, the Australian Federal Court overturned the Tribunal’s denial of another claim related to domestic violence in 2009 in *Azaar v. Minister for Immigration and Citizenship*.\(^{157}\) In that case, the Court held that in spite of the fact that there were laws and “other mechanisms” for addressing domestic violence in Vanautu, this was not enough to find that the State would protect the applicant from domestic violence.\(^{158}\) Both the Tribunal and the Federal Court held that the applicant belonged to the PSG of either “Vanuatu women” or “married Vanuatu women.”\(^{159}\)

In conclusion, Australia has promulgated guidelines for gender-based claims and case law regarding refugees. Australia has followed a similar approach to the U.K. and Canada, in defining the PSG “Pakistani women” in the *Khawar* case.\(^{160}\) However, after that case, there was resistance from the Minister of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs against what he saw as the “broadening” of the definition of a refugee.\(^{161}\)
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Despite this resistance, Azaar appears to continue the momentum from Khawar, recognizing “Vanuatu women” or “married Vanuatu women” as a PSG.162

Asylum in New Zealand Based on Domestic Violence

New Zealand has recognized domestic violence asylum cases, in one case using a broad PSG. New Zealand incorporated the definition of a refugee from the Refugee Convention in domestic law with its Immigration Act of 1987.163 Unlike the previous countries discussed, New Zealand has not issued gender specific guidelines, but instead chooses to refer to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties when adjudicating asylum claims based on gender-related persecution.164

One notable domestic violence-based case in New Zealand is Refugee Appeal No. 76501.165 In that case, a woman from Fiji was granted asylum based on domestic violence inflicted by her police officer husband.166 In its decision, the Refugee Appeal Authority wrote: “the persecution that the appellant faces is for reason of her membership of a particular social group, namely women.”167 However, additionally the Refugee Appeal Authority noted that whether women constitute a PSG is country-specific.168 The opinion then cited Lord Steyn in Shah & Islam, where the House of Lords were determining the PSG: “[g]eneralisations about the position of women in particular countries are out of place in regard to the issues of refugee status.”169 The court determined that “the country information concerning the status of women in Fiji establishes that the specific social and cultural position of women, combined with the absence of effective state protection from police and the judiciary in cases of domestic violence, is such that they are appropriately recognised as a particular social group for the purposes of the Refugee Convention.”170 For example, “women remain subject to a traditional hierarchy in which men exert dominance in the private sphere (including through domestic violence) and rely on traditional socio-cultural practices incorporated into the criminal law to deflect legal and criminal consequences.”171 Therefore, the Authority determined that the applicant faced a “real chance” of persecution by her husband and that State protection was “not available.”172

In conclusion, while New Zealand has not issued gender guidelines, it has
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granted asylum based on domestic violence and defined the PSG broadly. Although this was later qualified with particular country conditions information, the definition of PSG could potentially allow women or gender to be the sole criteria for a PSG in New Zealand in the future.

Asylum in South Africa Based on Domestic Violence

South Africa has some positive law regarding asylum, however, in practice it has failed to recognize domestic violence asylum claims just as with other States profiled here. South Africa incorporated the Refugee Convention domestically with its South African Refugees Act of 1998. Unlike in the other countries discussed here, this Act included gender as an enumerated category under PSG. This inclusion requires decision makers to consider gender a PSG. The Amendment Act of 2008 also “explicitly incorporates gender-related persecution claims by including gender as one of the possible bases for a ‘particular social group’ as well as by adding gender as a separate ground for refugee status.”

However, South Africa does not have guidelines for adjudicating gender-based persecution asylum claims. According to a study by Lindsay M. Harris, implementation of the Refugees Act has been lacking. Harris interviewed decision-makers, reviewed legal files, and interviewed individual survivors of gender-related persecution who had applied for asylum in South Africa. As of the writing of her article in 2009, the Refugee Appeal Board (RAB) did not have a single holding that “recognized domestic violence as persecution.” The RAB indicated that one of the main barriers to recognizing domestic violence based claims is lack of proof of the State’s inability or unwillingness to protect the victim. The RAB emphasized the need for “medical documentation of the abuse” as well as proof that the “state was unwilling or unable to intervene” on behalf of the victim of persecution. The Chairperson of the Standing Committee told Harris in an interview that domestic violence would not fit within the definition of persecution. He claimed that abused women do not fall into a particular social group and thus domestic violence claims are “manifestly unfounded” and “state assistance is not required to prevent domestic violence.” Harris’ study also showed that Refugee Status Determination Officers agreed with the Chairperson, since Harris’ review of files demonstrated that “all clients
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fleeing domestic violence were denied asylum.”185 Harris concluded that “the problems faced by these asylum seekers in South Africa re-affirm the need for the practical application of international and country-specific gender guidelines and sensitivity in addressing” cases involving gender-based persecution.186 As of 2014, in a practice advisory published by the Center for Gender and Refugee Studies, South Africa still did not appear to have any published decisions related to gender-based refugee claims.187 Therefore, even though South Africa does have gender as a separate enumerated ground and gender is listed under PSG, so far this has not led to a greater number of asylum grants for domestic violence claims compared to other countries that do not include gender as a separate enumerated ground.

Asylum in Costa Rica Based on Domestic Violence

Costa Rica domesticated the Refugee Convention’s definition of a “refugee” in its immigration law, “Ley General de Migración y Extranjería.”188 Costa Rica does not have guidelines for gender-related asylum claims.189 Notably, however, in 2008 “Costa Rica granted asylum to a woman from the United States who sought protection on the basis of domestic violence suffered in the United States.”190 In that case, “the court held that domestic violence can be the basis for refugee status, and that it would be inconsistent with international refugee rights to deny protection on that basis.”191 However, the court also noted that domestic violence-based claims will not automatically be granted.192 The U.S. itself is a refugee-receiving country, and because this application was granted, it indicates that under the Convention, Costa Rica found the applicant “unable to avail” herself of the protection of the U.S.193

Commonalities and Differences Between Countries’ Approaches

Many of the countries compared here, including the U.S., the U.K., Canada, and Australia, have issued guidelines on gender-based asylum claims. In contrast, New Zealand, South Africa, and Costa Rica have not issued guidelines. However, within this sample, whether or not a country has issued guidelines does not seem to determine the outcome of its treatment of domestic-violence related asylum claims. For example, while New Zealand and Costa Rica do not have guidelines, they have both granted
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asylum based on domestic violence. Furthermore, New Zealand and Australia have relied on the precedent set by the Shah & Islam case in the U.K.\textsuperscript{194} Both the U.K. and Australia used the PSG “Pakistani women” in cases involving domestic violence, which was based on that decision.\textsuperscript{195}

One difference in how various countries deal with domestic violence-based asylum cases is in relation to the particularity of the PSG. For example, the U.K. in Shah and Islam determined that the PSG in that case was “women in Pakistan,” while the U.S. BIA in Matter of A-R-C-G- used the much more specific group, “married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship.”\textsuperscript{196} Furthermore, New Zealand determined “women” to be a PSG, although it later qualified this to make it country-specific.\textsuperscript{197} Canada’s determination of a PSG in Narvaez was “women subject to domestic violence in Ecuador.”\textsuperscript{198} Therefore, the different cases sampled from these countries have varied in specificity when discussing the PSG of women fleeing from domestic violence.

\textit{Cultural Exoticism and Domestic Violence}

As Erfat Arbel points out in her study of Canadian gender-based violence cases, there is a tension created by issues of culture and domestic violence in asylum adjudications in refugee-accepting countries.\textsuperscript{199} Refugee-receiving countries more readily recognize harms that are exoticized and are more hesitant to recognize domestic violence due to their inability to address the issue domestically. Ironically, this compounds the problems facing those who have suffered domestic violence as it is difficult both for them to receive adequate protection within their State and for them to receive refugee status in the refugee-receiving State. This tension is also apparent in the other countries analyzed here. For example, the U.S. was willing to grant a gender-based persecution case for female genital cutting (FGC) in a BIA precedential decision in 1996, Matter of Kasinga.\textsuperscript{200} However, a similar precedential decision relating to domestic violence as a form of persecution did not follow until 2014, when the BIA decided Matter of A-R-C-G-.\textsuperscript{201} As of this writing, moreover, Matter of A-R-C-G- has been overturned by Matter of A-B-.\textsuperscript{202} Considering that domestic violence is very prevalent in the U.S., it is possible that the reasons behind the failure to recognize domestic violence as a ground for asylum in a precedential decision are similar to the reasons outlined by Arbel in her study of Canadian domestic violence asylum cases. Furthermore, FGC is more easily exoticized and “othered” than is domestic violence.

This issue is also raised by the Gonzales case, and the asylum grant for a U.S. citizen in Costa Rica. In the Gonzales case, the Inter-American Commission determined that the U.S. failed in its due diligence to protect Jessica Gonzales and her
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Therefore, if she had applied for asylum in another country that has granted asylum based on domestic violence previously, the “unable or unwilling” test of lack of State protection would likely be met. This is possibly what happened in the Costa Rica case, where a U.S. citizen was granted asylum due to a domestic-violence based claim. Thus, the U.S. must contend with how it conceptualizes domestic violence asylum claims when the U.S. government itself is unable or unwilling to protect domestic violence victims.

In the New Zealand case, the court recognized a broad PSG, but simultaneously blamed another country’s culture for domestic violence. There, the Refugee Appeal Authority utilized the broadest PSG of the cases studied here, that of “women.” However, it then went on to carefully contextualize this PSG based on Fijian culture and norms that subjugate women. This is in spite of the fact that domestic violence is widespread throughout the world, and that it is not particular to any one culture. This issue is also raised by the more particular PSG employed in the U.K. and Australian cases: “Pakistani women.” The ways in which asylum-granting countries characterize an applicant’s home country are misleading in their depictions of domestic violence because they purport to indicate that domestic violence is particular to the applicant’s home country, when in fact it remains a problem in asylum-granting countries as well.

Another example of this phenomenon is Lord Hoffman’s analysis in Shah and Islam. While he acknowledged that domestic violence occurs in the U.K. as well, he determined that it would not qualify as persecution under the Convention because of the availability of State protection, including restraining orders. However, under Gonzales, under human rights law, at least in the Inter-American context, the availability of restraining orders would not be enough to show State protection. Instead, the State would also have to show that it exercised due diligence in enforcing the restraining orders. This change would be striking, since, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court held that Ms. Gonzales did not have a procedural due process right to the enforcement of her domestic violence restraining order. The Court also held that the Colorado statute that mandates arrest for restraining order violations was actually discretionary. Thus, if this change was enforced, the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision would be in clear violation of the standard and other States would have to provide for far greater protection. Furthermore, if the international due diligence standard was extended to asylum law, a person suffering from domestic violence while in the U.K. likely would not be denied refugee status in other countries as easily as Lord Hoffman.
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suggests.

III. **RECOMMENDATIONS**

*Making Gender One of the Protected Grounds*

Scholars have argued that making “gender” a specifically listed protected ground would aid women in gender-based asylum claims, including domestic violence-based claims. \(^{214}\) Furthermore, the United Nations CEDAW Committee General Recommendation No. 32 urges States to recognize sex, gender, and LGBT status as their own grounds of asylum. \(^{215}\) Others, such as the amici in the *Matter of A-R-C-G*- case, have called for gender to be considered a PSG. \(^{216}\) For example, the UNHCR amicus brief in *Matter of A-R-C-G*—described how gender alone is an applicable PSG, such as “women in Guatemala.” \(^{217}\) The brief goes on to argue that gender is a clear example of an immutable characteristic that fits within that category of a social group. \(^{218}\) The brief then cited various sources, domestic and international, such as the BIA in *Acosta*, the British House of Lords, the Canadian Supreme Court, and the High Court of Australia, indicating that they “have all recognized that gender can serve as a shared characteristic defining a particular social group for purposes of refugee protection.” \(^{219}\)

Notably, the only country profiled here that includes gender as one of the protected grounds and as a PSG is South Africa. \(^{220}\) However, as noted above, in that country, this additional protection for those seeking asylum based on persecution in the form of domestic violence has not led to greater recognition of domestic violence as a form of persecution. As demonstrated by South Africa, additional work will be required to ensure that adjudicators correctly apply these protections. However, including “gender” as a PSG, along with guidance and oversight, will hopefully lead to more positive adjudication for those fleeing persecution based on domestic violence.

State parties to the Refugee Convention should amend their definitions of a refugee to include gender as an enumerated ground and as a PSG. Although this has not been fully effective, an amendment would help adjudicators understand why domestic violence survivors qualify as “refugees.” Furthermore, it would rectify the omission by the original drafters of the Refugee Convention who did not include “gender” as a protected ground.

Adding “gender” is just a first step and certainly is not enough. In addition to adding “gender” to the definition of “refugee,” there should be guidelines that include all victims of domestic violence. This should not just include domestic violence
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victims from specific countries, but should instead recognize that domestic violence is a form of persecution that affects people globally. These guidelines should separately note the effects of domestic violence on children and domestic violence in same-sex relationships, which may not be as clear to adjudicators as coming under the definition of gender-based violence.

One argument against adding gender as a protected ground is that it would “open up the floodgates.” This is likely what the Minister of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs had in mind in Australia after the Khawar case when he claimed that the courts were interpreting the definition of a refugee too broadly. Randall effectively refutes this argument on a number of grounds. First, even with gender as an enumerated ground, not everyone will have a claim, since the requirements of being a refugee are still very specific and relatively difficult to meet. Furthermore, a fear of opening the floodgates has not stopped other enumerated grounds, such as political opinion or race, from being recognized. Moreover, the floodgates argument misses the fact that refugee law is individualized and that migration is not easy. Therefore, the “floodgates” argument is flawed. Finally, even if it were possible that this would increase refugee flows, the benefits of recognizing gender as an enumerated ground outweigh the potential increase in applications. This potential increase is incomparable to the potential harm and loss of life that will occur when collective inaction to protect victims of domestic violence who are fleeing their countries of origin continues.

*Gender Guidelines that are Binding on Adjudicators of Asylum Claims*

Each country should have guidelines that provide adjudicators with an understanding of gender-based persecution, including domestic violence, and a set of considerations for deciding cases that involve domestic violence. While the U.S., the U.K., Canada, and Australia have all adopted guidelines to help adjudicators make decisions in asylum cases based on gendered violence, none of these guidelines is binding. In order to have a fairer global system for domestic violence victims seeking asylum, these guidelines must be binding. We can see a glimpse of the potential effect of this from the Narvaez case in Canada. In *Narvaez*, the Court stated that while the gender guidelines were not binding, they should be followed “unless circumstances are such that a different analysis is appropriate.” If the Refugee Board had followed these guidelines, they would likely not have originally denied the claimant’s application. This is in part because the guidelines state that women can belong to a “gender-defined social group.” Thus, if countries required adjudicators to consider gender-based violence in their decisions and required them to follow certain guidelines, individual attitudes or biases about domestic violence would be a lot less likely to derail an asylum applicant’s claim.

For example, if South Africa had binding gender guidelines that stated that domestic violence could form the basis for asylum and listed examples of factors the
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adjudicators should consider, then it would not be possible for an adjudicator to deny claims because of a personal belief that abused women do not fall into a PSG, and that “state assistance is not required to prevent domestic violence.” Mandatory guidelines regarding domestic violence asylum claims would ensure uniformity in the process, and would afford domestic violence survivors a greater chance at being granted asylum.

Training on Domestic Violence and Obligations Under Human Rights Norms

Training should be required for adjudicators on the subjects of domestic violence and the obligations of States to exercise due diligence under international human rights norms. If judges were more knowledgeable and more sensitive to issues surrounding domestic violence, this would likely result in better outcomes for asylum seekers fleeing domestic abuse in their home countries, or at the very least a better understanding of domestic violence by adjudicators, who could then more fairly assess the situations faced by domestic violence survivors.

Furthermore, there should be more training on international human rights obligations, and how these relate to domestic violence and asylum. As Siobhán Mullally points out, refugee law in various countries rarely refers to the “due diligence” standard that has been accepted within international human rights law. If adjudicators were trained on current human rights law and domestic violence, this would likely enable them to better understand their own countries’ obligations to exercise due diligence to protect victims of domestic violence. Furthermore, it would allow adjudicators to better understand the severe risks in denying a claim for asylum, and returning victims of abuse to countries that are violating their human rights by not acting with due diligence to protect them from domestic violence. Lastly, it would enable adjudicators to better analyze and evaluate whether the applicant’s home country is able or willing to protect them. Refugee and asylum law fall under international human rights, and there is considerable sharing of case precedent and ideas between countries that have signed the Refugee Convention. Therefore, States should work towards a better global understanding of domestic violence as a human rights issue on the basis of which asylum seekers should be afforded protection. Training would lead to States meeting their international human rights obligations, rather than allowing individual cases to be decided unfairly because adjudicators are uninformed about domestic violence and about human rights norms.

Standard for Non-State Actors

Asylum applications should not be adjudicated under a standard that places a higher burden on those whose persecution was committed by non-state actors, since this makes it very difficult for domestic violence victims to receive asylum. This is due to the fact that domestic violence perpetrators are most often non-state actors. A standard that requires States to condone or be completely helpless to prevent domestic
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violence does not recognize the difficulties domestic violence survivors face in obtaining police protection. This type of standard fails to protect domestic violence survivors who otherwise qualify for asylum.

Passing Another International Agreement or Protocol on Refugees

Another possible solution to remedy the current situation for gender-based violence and asylum would be to pass another protocol (or an amendment) to the Refugee Convention. While this approach would face a lot of hurdles, this could potentially promote more uniformity between different States in their adjudication of these claims. Just as the 1967 Protocol updated the 1951 Convention in order to include refugees who had not fled World War II specifically, a new Protocol that included “gender” as an enumerated category could remedy the oversight of the original Convention, which did not explicitly include gender-based persecution in its definition of “refugee.”

There certainly is a need for such an international instrument. The Refugee Convention is missing information related to gender and standards based on gender, and CEDAW likewise failed to acknowledge gender-based violence. Therefore, a new Protocol would not only make it easier for domestic violence survivors who are seeking asylum to qualify as refugees, it would also fill a hole that is left by major international instruments that have not fully recognized gender-based violence. Ideally, this new Protocol would also acknowledge other forms of gender-based violence, and would also include individuals who are LGBT under its enumerated categories.

International Appeals for Asylum Denials

Just as Jessica Gonzales was able to take her case to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights after losing at the U.S. Supreme Court, one way to remedy denials of asylum to individuals who are facing persecution in the form of domestic violence would be to encourage advocates to aid them in appealing these denials in front of international and regional human rights bodies. Though the Gonzales decision before the Inter-American Commission was not binding on the U.S., it is important for public perception and vindication for domestic violence victims and hopefully will lead to changes in how the U.S. treats them. While bringing these cases to international bodies would pose a challenge, the outcome could lead to more uniformity between States’ asylum laws and international human rights norms. Those denied asylum should appeal their denial as a violation of the due diligence obligations of the receiving state.

CONCLUSION

Each of the countries described in this paper has struggled with how to address
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asylum claims made by those fleeing domestic violence-based persecution in other countries. Evident in all of the countries is a concern about how to define domestic violence as persecution when the refugee-receiving countries themselves struggle with pervasive domestic violence. Domestic violence is a worldwide phenomenon that is not country-specific. In order to protect asylum seekers who fear domestic violence-based persecution, there needs to be international standards holding States accountable. The framework for each State’s treatment of gender-based asylum claims needs to be revised, as do international frameworks.

The 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol provide protection to refugees, yet this protection is circumscribed due to the historical periods in which they were drafted. Since the drafting, the UNHCR and various countries have presented guidelines to try to bridge the gap that was left when the drafters did not include “gender” as a protected ground. However, due to this original oversight and other issues surrounding domestic violence, there is still much that could be improved to protect domestic violence survivors and to make it easier for them to be granted asylum.

With the global epidemic of domestic violence, many lives are at stake. Asylum law is an important area that can be used to fight domestic violence and provide protection for those at risk of further harm by their abusers. As individual countries and as a global community, we must make improvements to better aid these asylum seekers.